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Issue 
Date Time Length  Program Title    Type  Guests 
 
 
Cultural Understanding 
 
 
1/16 20:00 01:56:45 Black America Since MLK: And Still I Rise  D 
In this four-hour series, Henry Louis Gates, Jr. embarks on a deeply personal journey through the 
last fifty years of African American history. Joined by leading scholars, celebrities, and a 
dynamic cast of people who shaped these years, Gates travels from the victories of the civil 
rights movement up to today, asking profound questions about the state of black America—and 
our nation as a whole. 
 
2/2 21:00 00:55:28 Egypt’s Treasure Guardians  D 
Follow a select group of individuals determined to bring Egypt back from the brink: to discover 
more of the country’s history, keep its heritage safe and persuade tourists to visit the country 
again. 
 
2/27 20:00 00:56:46 Globe Trekker #1610   Tough Trains: Cuba’s Sugar Railroad  
In this episode, host Ian Wright goes on an eye-opening and hair-raising train journey across the 
Caribbean island of Cuba. The Communist country’s railway network is dilapidated and very 
unreliable, but it’s a fantastically enjoyable trip. Surprisingly, Cuba was one of the first countries 
in the world to build a railway, starting all the way back in 1837. At the time, Cuba was the 
world’s largest sugar producer, and its early railways were designed not with passengers mainly 
in mind, but to transport sugarcane to the mills, and refined sugar to the ports. 
 
3/13 22:30 01:56:44 Rick Steves’ Europe: Great German Cities C 
In this special, travel expert Rick Steves explores five of Germany's most important cities: 
Hamburg, Dresden, Leipzig, Frankfurt and Nürnberg. From Baroque palaces to stunning modern 
skyscrapers, and from riverside promenades to rowdy beer halls, these cities are wonderful 
places to explore the country's fascinating culture. 
 
3/20 20:00 01:56:46 Africa’s Great Civilizations  D 
Journey with Professor Henry Louis Gates, Jr. to Kenya, Egypt and beyond as he discovers the 
origins of man, the formation of early human societies and the creation of significant cultural and 
scientific achievements on the African continent./ Gates charts the rise of Christianity and Islam, 
whose economic and cultural influence stretched from Egypt to Ethiopia. Learn of African 



religious figures like King Lalibela, an Ethiopian saint, and Menelik, bringer of the Ark of the 
Covenant. 
 
 
 
Civic Engagement 
 
1/20 19:00 00:56:46 PBS NewsHour #11746  N 
Trump offers vision for his presidency: ‘only America first’ – Donald Trump started his day with 
a tweet, declaring, "the work begins!" It was Inauguration Day in Washington, where despite 
traditions of democracy and civility, political divisions were still on display. Judy Woodruff and 
William Brangham offer a look at the day’s events, and John Yang weighs in on his view of the 
inauguration. 
 
1/23 19:00 00:56:46 PBS NewsHour #11747  N 
A meeting of nationalist leaders sows division in Europe – A day after President Trump's 
inauguration, European right-wing leaders met in Koblenz, Germany, to issue a rallying cry for 
voters to upset the establishment in key elections across the continent. Special correspondent 
Malcolm Brabant reports that their message, seeking to benefit from the “Trump effect,” 
emphasizes the growing divisions within Europe. 
 
2/19 10:30 00:26:46 American Forum - First Year 2017: Building a wall—what's really  
    Possible?  #222 
 
American Forum continues its focus on the first year of the Trump presidency, with a deep look 
into immigration and a search for common ground. The issue is polarizing. For some, the image 
of immigrants coming to the U.S. today is one of violence. But how much of the angst is valid, 
and how much of it is just anxiety? The guests are two long-time thinkers on immigration. Both 
approach the issue from a conservative perspective, but in important ways come to very different 
conclusions. Tamar Jacoby is president and CEO of ImmigrationWorks USA, representing small 
business owners around the country. Gary Freeman teaches government and specializes in the 
politics of immigration at the University of Texas. 
 
2/10 05:30 00:34:36 BYU Devotional #201623  O 
Elder Dallin H. Oaks gives an ad dress entitled, “Elections, Hope and Freedom.” 
 
3/15 04:00 00:56:46 PBS NewsHour #11783  N 
Dutch election will test far-right ardor in Europe – One of Europe’s most divisive politicians is 
hoping to emulate President Trump’s anti-establishment victory at the polls in the Netherlands 
on Wednesday. Geert Wilders is an ardent nationalist running on anti-immigrant agenda who’s 
hoping to lead the way for others in France and Germany. Special correspondent Malcolm 
Brabant reports from Amsterdam.  
 
 
3/24 11:00 00:26:46  Charlie Rose-The Week #437   N 



Mike Allen on the failure of the repeal of the Affordable Care Act; Nancy Gibbs and David 
Leonhardt on the President's credibility; Reps. Adam Schiff and Peter King on the House 
Intelligence committee investigation of Russian influence in the 2016 election; Michael Morell 
on surveillance; 
 
 
 
Financial Management and Planning 
 
1/5 06:30 00:28:46 Arthur #1504    O 
Cents-Less: Mr. Ratburn decides it's time for his class to learn a little about money...or, rather, 
the lack of it.  For the entire weekend, no one in the class can spend a cent.  Will the kids 
survive!?  And can't Muffy just use her credit card??  Or will she figure out how to use an actual 
skill and…barter? 
 
1/16 19:00 00:56:46 PBS NewsHour #11742  N 
Why so many students from for-profit schools are left in debt limbo – Students who attend for-
profit college and training programs are more likely to borrow, borrow more and struggle to 
repay their loans. Not only that, but the overall graduation rate at for-profit institutions is just 27 
percent. Meanwhile, a number of schools have shuttered, leaving former attendees with debt and 
no way to pay it back. Special correspondent Lizzie O'Leary reports. 
 
1/26 19:00 00:56:46 PBS NewsHour #11750  N 
Are you hanging off a financial cliff? Here’s how to cope – Elizabeth White was once 
comfortably middle class, but recently she has been severely underemployed. Now as she 
approaches the traditional age for retirement, she is struggling to make ends meet, and her story 
is not uncommon. Economics correspondent Paul Solman brings us part two of their 
conversation with advice for the financially fragile. 
 
3/16 19:00 01:57:01 Suze Orman’s Financial Solutions for You  C 
The special's central theme is that our financial decision-making should be guided by an 
understanding of "the goal of money." 
 
 
3/24 10:00 00:26:46 Consuelo Mack WealthTrack #1340   N 
 
In a WEALTHTRACK exclusive Rowe Price’s Brian Rogers shares the investment lessons 
learned over a three decade career running an award winning mutual fund and a decade 
managing the firm and its investment strategies. Near the top of the list are why humility is so 
important to successful investing and why over confidence is an investor’s greatest challenge. 
 
 
 
Utah Arts & Culture 
 
1/1 13:00 01:19:01 LaVell Edwards: The Spirit of Cougar Football D   



The story of LaVell Edwards, from his childhood to his retirement after 30 years as BYU's head 
football coach. 
 
2/18 23:53 00:06:15 Beehive Stories 702     O 
Piute County – Piute County was named after the Paiute Indians which had previously inhabited 
the area. Because of the volcanic activity in the area many years ago, the area has become rich in 
several different kinds of ores, which attracted many prospectors to the county. Its County Seat is 
Junction. 
 
3/13 19:00 01:29:13 Hole in the Rock Expedition  C 
In 1879 a faithful group of Utahans sought to establish a settlement in southeastern Utah. Their 
six month journey would require conquering rugged impassable territory, sheer sandstone walls, 
steep mountainsides and solid rock ridges. The pioneers began by blasting a roadway through a 
rocky crevice barely large enough for a man to walk through. Then workers tacked a roadway on 
to the side of a vertical mountain and constructed a ferry to cross a treacherous river. Through 
that "Hole in the Rock", 250 men women and children, 83 wagons and over a thousand head of 
livestock descended to the perilous Colorado River. Hosted by author Gerald N. Lund, this 
powerful documentary relates stories of faith, ingenuity and courage as told by descendants of 
the Hole in the Rock expedition. 
 
3/13 20:30 01:58:30 Utah in World War II   C 
In this documentary, learn about the stories from World War II that are unique to Utah. Find out 
about the role the Beehive State played in the war efforts and the citizens that made a difference. 
 
3/27 19:00 00:56:46 PBS NewsHour #11792  N 
Utah establishes first-of-its-kind white-collar crime registry – In an attempt to combat high 
levels of fraud, Utah has taken inspiration from the sex offender list, becoming the first state in 
the US to establish a white-collar felon registry for financial crimes. The Wall Street Journal's 
Jean Eaglesham joins Megan Thompson to discuss. 
 
Education 
 
1/3 19:00 00:56:46 PBS NewsHour #11733  N 
What will be Obama’s lasting education legacy? – President Obama and his former education 
secretary Arne Duncan exercised more power and influence over education policy than many 
predecessors. The administration placed a focus on testing, trying it to federal funding. In higher 
education, he emphasized the importance of college and reducing student debt. Alison Stewart 
talks to Education Week’s Alyson Klein and Inside Higher Ed’s Scott Jaschik. 
 
1/10 19:00 00:56:46 PBS NewsHour #11738  N 
Struggling schools benefit from adding arts to learning – At ReNEW Cultural Arts Academy, 
students put their multiplication tables to song, while eighth graders use the musical “Hamilton” 
to study debate. The public charter school’s curriculum is a product of a federal effort to use arts 
education to boost achievement in the nation’s lowest performing schools. Jeffrey Brown reports. 
 
1/17 19:00 00:56:46 PBS NewsHour #11743  N  



What will Betsy DeVos’ focus on school choice mean for public education? – Education secretary 
nominee Betsy DeVos has neither taught nor worked in a school system, but she and her family 
have used wealth and influence to create more charter schools and champion vouchers. As 
educators watch her hearing for an understanding of her views, William Brangham talks to 
Frederick Hess of American Enterprise Institute and Randi Weingarten of American Federation 
of Teachers. 
 
1/24 19:00 00:56:46 PBS NewsHour #11748  N 
School district tries making its police ‘more guardian than warrior’ – Since the 1999 shooting at 
Columbine High School, there's been an increased police presence at schools. But that presence 
has also sparked concerns. According to a recent analysis, black students are more likely to be 
arrested on campus than their white counterparts. Special correspondent Kavitha Cardoza of 
Education Week reports on how the Saint Paul public schools are changing their approach. 
 
 
2/2 19:00 00:56:46 PBS NewsHour #11755  N 
Liberia has had more than its fair shares of challenges, and is trying to rebuild after enduring a 
devastating Ebola epidemic and civil war. Special correspondent Fred de Sam Lazaro meets an 
American woman who has made her home in Liberia, started her own school and now provides 
education and scholarships for girls. 
 
3/15 04:00 00:56:46 PBS NewsHour #11783  N 
Are school vouchers good for education? That debate is playing out in Indiana – Indiana is one 
of nearly 30 states that offer vouchers or similar programs with the goal of allowing parents to 
use public funds for private schooling. When the state launched the program, it was designed for 
low-income students. But enrollment skyrocketed when the program was dramatically broadened 
by then-Gov. Mike Pence. Special correspondent Lisa Stark of Education Week reports. 
 
Health 
 
1/9 20:00 01:26:37 How to Stay Young #101  O 
Angela Rippon and Dr. Chris van Tulleken travel the world to investigate the latest experiments 
and research that could help put the brakes on the ageing process. 
 
 
1/14 05:00 00:56:46 Total Body Workout #128 Yoga: Arm Balance  O 
This weekly exercise program alternates yoga and aerobics workouts for maximum results. 
 
 
2/1 19:00 00:56:46 PBS NewsHour #11754  N 
A new research analysis suggests the mortality rate of cervical cancer is higher than we thought, 
especially among African-American women. Miles O’Brien talks with Dr. Jennifer Caudle of the 
Rowan University School of Osteopathic Medicine about the findings, as well as the racial 
disparities in health care. 
 
3/1 05:30 00:30:44 BYU Devotional #201312  O 



Larry Tucker delivers address entitled "The Human Body: A Gift and a Responsibility.” 
 
3/8 30:30 01:28:35 Energy Weight Loss Solution  C 
Gaining weight and slowing down—that’s what many people experience as the years go by. We 
gain unwanted pounds and our energy gets worse and worse, so that we are no longer doing the 
things we love. 
 
3/14 04:00 00:56:46 PBS NewsHour #11782  N 
Two views on the pros and cons of the GOP health care bill – The Congressional Budget Office 
predicts that more people than who got health care under Obamacare will lose coverage under 
the repeal bill proposed by Republicans. But the bill also shows cuts in federal spending and a 
smaller deficit. John Yang gets reaction to the proposed law from Dr. Ezekiel Emanuel of the 
University of Pennsylvania and Lanhee Chen of the Hoover Institution. 
 
3/15 20:30 01:28:56 Dr. Perlmutter’s Whole Life Plan C 
You can choose your health destiny. Effortless weight loss. Freedom from neurological disorders 
and other chronic conditions. Boundless energy. A radiant appearance. Sound sleep. A happy 
belly. A robust immune system. Relief from depression and anxiety. A sharp, fast-thinking brain. 
A great sense of self-confidence and well-being. A super-high quality of life.  
The program offers nutritional and health advice that’s been validated over and over again in the 
scientific literature, but also more extensive science has emerged. Even the U.S. government has 
modified its dietary guidelines to reflect this research, backing away from endorsing low-fat, 
low-cholesterol diets.  
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